INSTRUCTION MANUAL

Mobile

Your baby girl will sleep tight and safe with the Pretty Pals Nursery Collection. She will drift asleep listening to soft lullabies with the Crib Mobile.

WARNING: Possible entanglement injury. Keep out of baby’s reach. Remove mobile from crib or playpen when baby begins to push up on hands and knees.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:
• A crib mobile is intended for visual stimulation and is not intended to be grasped by the child.
• If so designed, mount on a wall or ceiling clearly out of a standing baby’s reach.
• Always attach all provided fasteners (strings, straps, clamps, etc.) tightly to a crib or playpen according to the instructions. Check frequently.
• Do not add additional strings or straps to attach to a crib or playpen.

Parts List:
BOLT (#1)
LOWER ARM (#2)
ADJUSTER NUT (#3)
LARGE CLAMP NUT (#4)
COUPLING (#5)
UPPER ARM (#6)
MUSIC UNIT (#7)
CROSS ARM TOP (#8)
CROSS ARM BOTTOM (#9)
MOBILE TOYS (#10)

Setting Up The Mobile:

1. Insert Bolt (#1) into hole in Lower Arm (#2) as shown.
2. Rotate Bolt clockwise until Bolt stops to lock into place.
3. Screw Adjuster Nut (#3) onto Bolt as shown. Adjuster Nut should rest against flat surface on Lower Arm as shown.
4. Place Lower Arm assembly on crib rail as shown. Please read warning listed below.
5. Turn clockwise, firmly tighten Large Clamp Nut (#4) to the crib rail.
6. Press Coupling (#5) firmly onto Lower Arm.
7. Press Upper Arm (#6) firmly into coupling.
8. Insert hook on top of Music Unit (#7) into hole at top of Upper Arm to hang as shown.
9. Snap Cross Arm Top (#8) onto Cross Arm Bottom (#9) as shown.
10. Insert hook on top of Cross Arm into hole at bottom of Music Unit to hang as shown.
11. Tie small knots at the end of fabric hanging from Mobile Toys (#10).
12. Insert fabric with knot into clips at each end of cross arm assembly.

Setting Up The Mobile (Cont.):

1. Insert Bolt (#1) into hole in Lower Arm (#2) as shown.
2. Rotate Bolt clockwise until Bolt stops to lock into place.
3. Place Lower Arm assembly on crib rail as shown. Please read warning listed below.
4. Press Adjuster Nut (#3) onto Bolt as shown. Adjuster Nut should rest against flat surface on Lower Arm as shown.
5. Turn clockwise, firmly tighten Large Clamp Nut (#4) to the crib rail.
6. Press Coupling (#5) firmly onto Lower Arm.
7. Press Upper Arm (#6) firmly into coupling.
8. Insert hook on top of Music Unit (#7) into hole at top of Upper Arm to hang as shown.
9. Snap Cross Arm Top (#8) onto Cross Arm Bottom (#9) as shown.
10. Insert hook on top of Cross Arm into hole at bottom of Music Unit to hang as shown.
11. Tie small knots at the end of fabric hanging from Mobile Toys (#10).
12. Insert fabric with knot into clips at each end of cross arm assembly.

We LOVE our consumers! Get to know us at: Summer Infant stands behind all of its products. If you are not completely satisfied or have any questions, please contact our Consumer Relations Team at 1-800-268-6237 or www.summerinfant.com/contact (For Europe call +44 (0)208 420 4429 or customerserviceuk@summerinfant.com)